
Quick use instructions 
 
 

 
Prohibited items 

 
It is forbidden to use the laws of the country/region and the relevant administrative units to prohibit the use of 
such vehicles area us this vehicle. It is forbidden to drive horizontally on the slope. 
Overloading is prohibited, and the standard load capacity is 140kg 
It is forbidden to exceed the safety warning line of each telescopic part of MEGATRONE 
It is forbidden to store at an ambient temperature of 40°C or higher and below-20C 
It is forbidden to hand pushing electricity and it must be ensured that the vehicle is in a power-off state before 
pushing 
It is forbidden to turn violently, change the direction greatly and become unstable, which may cause danger. 
It is forbidden to drive in bad weather or in the environment, such as heavy rain, heavy snow, wind and other 
weather and slippery, muddy and other sections. 
Children under the age of 14 are prohibited from driving alone(the legal driving age is subject to local law). 
It is forbidden to drive MEGATRONE without wearing a safety helmet. Wear helmets or related protective gear in 
accordance with local laws. 
Alcoholics, mental patients, sedatives, etc, as well as those with limited mobility, are prohibited. 
When driving, it is forbidden to leave the steering handle with both hands. It is forbidden to support the body on 
the steering handle. It is forbidden to leave the foot pedal during driving.。 
It is forbidden to arbitrarily modify the parts of the MEGATRONE and drive the modified MEGATRONE on the road, 
which will affect the performance of the MEGATRONE and even damage the MEGATRONE. 
It is forbidden to drive in an unsafe environment, such as flammable gases steam, liquids, dust fibers, etc., which 
may cause dangerous events such as fire or explosion. 
Special Note: Do not place the MEGATRONE in a car or in a trunk sealed environment during hot weather! At high 
temperatures, the battery pack may be completely ineffective or even cause burning! 
 
Safety instructions 
The MEGATRONE is a sporting entertainment tool that is not a vehicle, but once you drive it into a public area, it 
will also have vehicle properties, so there are also security risks that may exist with all vehicles. You may face 
personal injury from collisions and loss of control. To ensure your driving safety, please read all instructions and 
precautions in this manual thoroughly and carefully 
Note: Although this manual will help you better understand and use the MEGATRONE, we cannot ensure that all 
types of emergency are included. Therefore, we remind you to drive carefully and ensure your driving safety 
●Please take effec ve safety measures before driving MEGATRONE. You must 
use safety helmets and other protective gear correctly Be vigilant during driving, and keep a reasonable safe 
distance from pedestrians and others. 
In countries and regions where there are currently no national standards and regulations related to MEGATRONE 
please be sure to strictly follow the safety requirements of this manual for drivers. The company will not bear any 
direct liability and joint liability for all property, personal loss, accidents, legal disputes and other adverse events 
that cause conflicts of interest caused by violation of instructions in this manual. 
Do not lend the MEGATRONE to someone who does not operate it to avoid injury. Please be responsible for the 
safety of your friends. Please read this manual carefully before giving MEGATRONE to your friends. Please tell him 
that he must wear safety gear to assist him in driving. 
Please perform basic inspection of this product before driving MEGATRONE every time to confirm that the quick 
release parts of MEGATRONE are fastened and the steering handle is stable. If you notice abnormal parts of the 
car body ,tires leaking or excessive wear, abnormal steering, or steering failure, please stop using it immediately, 
and do not force driving. Please contact the company in time for troubleshooting to obtain professional guidance. 
Avoid MEGATRONE rain or wading When the rainwater is immersed or the wading water level is flooded to the 
rear wheel motor hub the battery will enter the water and the internal circuit will be short-circuited. In this case, 
it is strictly forbidden to charge the MEGATRONE again otherwise it will cause the battery to burn and explode. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Check the accessories after opening the packing box 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use the introduction 

Folding and unfolds your electric vehicle 
1，Expand your electric Scooter 

2，Turn on the switch 

3，Long press the wireless shake controller "    " key， 

The scooter starts to unfold, release the button to 

 stop the action. 

   （Before riding, please confirm that the electric 

 Scooter is deployed in its final position） 

Folding your electric car 

1, Turn on the switch 

2Long press the wireless shake controller "    " to fold, release the button to stop. 

Note: When the electric vehicle instrument key is opened, your electric vehicle's folding function will be blocked 

to prevent you from mistakenly hitting the folding button during riding. So if the electric vehicle instrument Keys 

switch is on, you cannot use the folding function. 
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Handle bar high bottom adjustment. 
1, Open the fast lock handle outward and adjust the handle lever to 

 your appropriate position. 

2, Inwardly lock the fast lock handle. 

（If the handle lever is still too loose, open it again Adjust the nut on  

the other side of the hand rotation to lock again.) 

 

Seat back adjustment 
1,Manually lift the seat back or close the seat back (If the back is loose, lock the back again fix screw) 

 

Start using your electric car 
 

1 Verify that the brake gear lever is in the locked position * The 

 lock is in electric mode and brakes automatically after releasing 

 the accelerator * Unlock status is the implementation mode,  

which can be implemented slowly when closing the key 

2,Turn on the power key 

* Please open the key when determining that the brake lever 

 is in the locked position, Otherwise, a fault prompt will occur. 

3 Set the speed knob gear position that you want Green thin lines are slow, red thick lines are high speed 

Downclock rotation is faster, and counterclock rotation is slower. 

4 After holding both hands, push the accelerator bar with the female finger The right hand mother points 

forward to push, it is forward The left hand mother points forward to push, it is backward 

 (Note: Please do not move forward and back simultaneously) 

Scooter charging 

1 When the power display indicator quotient drops to the yellow light during cycling Please charge your electric 

vehicle in time. 

2. When charging, please plug in the charging port connector first, and then connect it to the power socket 

 

 

Control button Description 

 
 

 

Note: Read the user's manual carefully before use 


